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					Welcome to 42NETMedia!
					


					Long years of experience combined with
21st century broadcast standards
					


					
                        Check out our free apps 
					

				
	
					
					

					ALL IN ONE
					

                    
					Componing music is not our task.
Everything else is on us!
					


					
                        Check out our modules! 
					
                    
				
	
					
					

					AS SMOOTH AS SILK
					

                    
					Run your station without compromises!
					


					
                        Our references 
					
                    
				
	
					
					

					DONT GET LOST
WITH FADERS AND KNOBS!
					

                    
					Feel free to contact us
					


					
                        Text us! 
					

                
	
					
					
					

					PLAYOUT IS ONLY THE TIP
OF THE ICEBERG!
					

					
					High-end solutions for dynamic changing demands.
					

					
						
						
                            	 
								
								
						


				


                
			
		

	

			
    
		

		

		
		

        	
            
            	

                
            	
  					
                    	Welcome to 42NETMedia! 

                    

                    
                    	We are glad to see you around, our site is where simple broadcast comes alive into a journey of creativity without limits. Check out our latest news, updates and free releases, and enjoy your time on our site.


                        

                    

				


                
  					
                    	
                            								
                                              	                      	
                       			User friendly interface

                        		A system can be complex in the background, but not in front of users! Clean, mondern layout combined with functionality.

                            

                    	

                    

  					
                    	 
                        	
                                              	                      	
                       			Unlimited number of workstations

                        		Forget the restrictions of maximized number of users, workstatuions or any features. 42NET is the meaning of unbounded possibilities.

                            

                        

                	

					
                    	                        	
                       		
                                             	                      	
                       			Flexibility on any platform

                        		Be anywhere, any time, simply control your radio from your phone, tablet or laptop. All our applications are easy to be managed with the innovations of 21st century.

                            

                        

                    

					
                    	                        
                       		
                                             	                      	
                       			Advanced Features

                        		More than 1200 unique features for the most common and even unusual questions in the industry. There is no impossible!

                            

                        

                    

				


 				
                	
                    	

                    		

                    	

                    
                    
                
 

				
					
                    	42NETMedia features 5 years of countinous developement...

                        

                    	In the recent years, the number of our clients has grow tenfold, while the number of registered users were increased with more than twenty-two times higher, and these numbers went together with non demonstrable decrease. A good concern's secret is based on good partners.

                        

                        Contact us! 
                        

					

					
						
  							
    							Hungary 94%
  							

						

						
  							
    							Europe 4,5%
  							

						
						
                        

					

				
                
			
            	
	
            

			

        	        
			            
            
            	

                
				

                    
            		
            			
                			
                            
                            	Our Customers

								
								
                        			
										
											
												It knows everything, that a radio with low number of human capacity requires. It is clearly visible, that it comes through with bigger and more complex radio houses easily.

                                        		  

                                        		László Sütő
												Chief engineer - MTVA, Hungary
											
 
                                		

										
											
												"Thank you very very much! It's been a dream for about 10 years now. Aes receiving the new version of our M-Link application, after RCS we are now able for a two way communication with PowerGold selector regarding Reconcile information. Refresh now... and enjoy

                                        		  

                                        		Norbert Nacsa
												Programming Director - Radio88, SZEGED.
											
                             	
										

										
											
												I would defenetley give it a go again, it's not a question! Furthermore, I would recommend 42NET to those, who would like to open new horizons in real professional broadcasting. The change-over was as soomth as the Santana song, with the help of 42NET support everything went fine. If I knew it before, I would have been a 42NET user long ago.

                                        		  

                                        		Vladimir Vucinic
												Programming Director - Radio Signal, NOVI SAD
											
 
                                		

										
											
												It knows everything, that a radio with low number of human capacity requires. It is clearly visible, that it comes through with bigger and more complex radio houses easily.

                                        		  

                                        		Peter Adori
												Programming Director - Cegléd Radio, CEGLED
											
 
                                		

										
											
												Our DJ's got used to the convinience that 42NET offers quckly, for example the limitless opportunities of voice tracking that was previously totally impossible. Precise, error-free confs and and diverse music format is the secret of Bajai Radio. Me and my collagues are totally satisfied with the team and all the solutinons that 42NET offers.

                                        		  

                                        		Sándor Szegfű
												Chief engineer - Bajai Rádió, Baja
											
 
                                		

                            		

								

                        		 
                                
                            

                        

					
                    
                    
                
               
                
            

			
            
        	
            
            

                
                
                	
               	    	
                        

                    

                	
                        As our company name shows,  
 we believe in numbers

                        Here are some interesting, and surprising facts about our team 

						

                        
                        	
                            	
                            		

                                    Radios Wordwide
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                    		Do you have any idea? Contact us now!

                    	

                    	
                    		See More?

                    	

                    

                            
                    
    
                


			

            

        	        
			
                
				
                    
            	

                	
                		
                    		How 42NET Works

                    	

                		
                        	We believe, that in our running world, radio automation is far more than just playing content OnAir. This is how we think:

                    		

                        

                	


            		
                                        
                                                	
                            
								
                    				                        
                       					
                            				
                           				

                           				                  	                      	
                       						Unlimited number of workstations

                        					We don’t want to restrict your creative team with the number of PC that they can use. 42NET is licensed after the number of playout channels; either you have 2 colleagues, or 1500.

                        				

                        			

								
	
                    				                        
                       					
                            				
                           				

                           				                  	                      	
                       						No need of expensive soundcards

                        					42NET supports any kind of sound card, that can work with Windows system. Of course, if you need better sound quality, choose a professional device, for example Lynx or Digigram. We handle all of their products.

                        				

                        			

								
	
                    				                        
                       					
                            				
                           				

                           				                  	                      	
                       						Choose your Audio format

                        					Use any kind of audio format that you prefer: MP2, MP3, WAV, FLAC, furthermore, we don’t have any issues with different bitrates (44.1 kHz, 48 kHz) during playout.

                        				

                        			

								


                            
                        
 

						
                       		
                            
                        
                        


						                        	
                            
								
                    				                        
                       					
                            				
                           				

                           				                  	                      	
                       						Integrated Music Scheduler

                        					Forget the always repeating songs, complicated rotation setups and third party solutions for life! Music scheduling was never as easy, as 42NET comes with a full scaled MusicScheduler application.

                        				

                        			

								
	
                    				                        
                       					
                            				
                           				

                           				                  	                      	
                       						Complete Newsroom Solution

                        					We offer a complete and limitless newsroom system, where it is easy to manage one or more radios’ newslist from one single PC. Write, record, broadcast and share the content, only creativity is needed, the res is given by 42NET!

                        				

                        			

								
	
                    				                        
                       					
                            				
                           				

                           				                  	                      	
                       						7/24/365 Support

                        					Don’t worry if you have any questions in the middle of the night! Our goal is to have satisfied customers, every day of the year. With our technical support team in the background, you can be sure, that you are never left alone with technical issues.
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        Friss adatvédelmi tájékoztatónkban megtalálod, hogyan gondoskodunk adataid védelméről. Oldalainkon HTTP-sütiket használunk a jobb működésért.Elfogadom
    




	
	
	

 
    
    

	

	

	

	
    

	

	
	

	
	

	
	
    
    
	

    
    
              

	
	
    
    
	
	
    

	
	

	
	

	
	

	
	

	
	

	
	
    
	
	
 
 	
	
    
    
    
   
    
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
		
	

	

	 

	
  